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1  The test project 

1.1  Common information 

The test project is a simple example for dealing with errors in a software development 
company. Due to the flexibility of woodpecker issue tracker it should be easy to adjust 
this test project to your individual needs. Anyhow, if you need support configuring your 
individual test project please don't hesitate to ask sales@woodpecker-it.com. We gladly 
answer your questions or assist you with the configuration! 

1.2  Workflow of the test project 

The following picture shows the configured workflow of the test project. Beside the picture 
you will find a short explanation what is covered 
by the defined workflow. 

The customer, the tester and the project 
administrator can enter errors, detected while 
testing or using the software product, into 
woodpecker issue tracker (state 
"entered").  

The project administrator will be informed about 
all new entries by email.  

After receiving the email he will assign the new 
entry to an employee - this then changes the 
state to “assigned” (Status "assigned").  At the 
moment the status is changed the related 
employee will be automatically informed by 
email.  

The employee responsible for the entry then   
sets the state to “in progress“ and tries to reproduce and fix the error.  

If the error could be fixed the entry will be assigned to a tester and the state is changed 
to "finished".  

The tester gets alerted by email too. He sets the state to „testing“ and checks if the error 
is successfully fixed. If yes he then sets the state to "fixed". This will inform the person 
who reported the error, the one who fixed it and the project administrator.  

If the error is still not fixed the state is reset „entered“ and the responsible employee 
gets informed that there still is problem. 

2  First steps 

2.1  Login 

Please log in with your user account and password.  

entered assigned

fixedtesting

finished In progress

mailto:sales@woodpecker-it.com
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2.2  Project selection 

After successful login you will see the project selection.  

The main screen of woodpecker issue tracker is split into two sections  

The Main menu 

 

 

and the Working view 
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2.2.1  Main menu 

From the main menu you can reach following functions: 

Button State in the current view (project 

selection) 

Description 

Project selection active By clicking the current view “projects 

selection” appears 

New issue Deactivated because no current 

project is selected and a issue always 
belongs to a project 

By clicking the view “new issue” will appear 

(see New issue) 

List issues Deactivated because no current 
project is selected an the view will 

only list the entries of the current 
project 

By clicking the view will change to the issue 
list Issue list 

Settings Deactivated because project 
administrators are only allowed to 

change the settings for their projects 
which have to be selected first. Only 

manager are allowed to change the 

settings for every project (see Basics 
to user types) 

By clicking the sub menus “Edit project” and 
“Edit users” appears 

Settings - 
Edit project 

Not reachable because the main menu 
entry is disabled 

By clicking the button you will see the view 
Project settings 

Settings - 
Edit users 

Not reachable because the main menu 
entry is disabled 

By clicking the button you will see the view 
User settings 

Settings -  
Translation 

Not reachable because the main menu 
entry is disabled 

By clicking the button you will see the view 
Translation where all texts used in the 

woodpecker issue tracker can be translated. 

Settings - 

Configuration 

Not reachable because the main menu 

entry is disabled 

By clicking the button you will see the view 

Configuration where images and colours can 
be customized to your needs. 

Settings -  
Find ans delete 

users without 

project access 

Not reachable because the main menu 
entry is disabled 

By clicking the button you will see the view 
Find and delete users without project access 

Settings –  

Setup tool 

Not reachable because the main menu 

entry is disabled 

By clicking the button you will start the Setup 

tool in a new window. The Setup Tool is 
described in the Setup Documentation. 

User Profile active Change the password of the logged in user 
and change settings. In the demo version of 

woodpecker issue tracker changing the 
password is not possible.  

Logout active Initiates a logout from the application 

Help active By clicking the sub menus “Help topics” and 

“Version information” appears 

Help -  

Help topics 

active By clicking you will open a new Window with 

the Online help system which provides you 
with useful informations about the current 

view.  

Help -  

Version Information 

active By clicking you will see a Dialog with the 

version information of your woodpecker 

issue tracker 
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2.2.2  Working view 

In the Working view you will see the test project created for you.  

By clicking the project name the project gets selected and the view will change to the  
Issue list 

Please click now on the project name.  

 

2.3  Issue list 

After selecting the project all buttons in the main menu get activated. The issue list is split 
into a Toolbox 

 

and a Entry list. 

 

 

2.3.1  Toolbox 

The toolbox is normally at a fixed position above the entry list. By clicking on this 
button the toolbox into a single line over the entry list leaving more space for the 

entry list.  
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2.3.1.1  Buttons 

The toolbox contains the following buttons. The buttons framed with a dotted line are 
always related to the entries which are selected in the first column of the entry list. 

Button, Symbol Function 

 

By clicking you will get to the filter settings view where every user can create and edit 
search filters. Search filters will reduce the Issue list based on the entered conditions 

if the filter is applied.  

 

By clicking the view options are shown. There it is possible to set columns to invisible 

and change the view of the field history. 

 

To open an issue in extended edit mode (with record-picker) click this icon.  

 

By clicking all selected issues will be deleted.  

 

By clicking all selected issues will become child issues of one of the selected issues. 

The parent issue is selected in a dialogue. 

 

By clicking you will get to the copy & move view where you can copy or move the 

selected issue-entries to another project.  

 

By clicking you will get to the print view from where you can print a chronological 
report of the selected issue-entries.  

 

By clicking you will get to the email send view from where you can send an email 
based on the currently selected issues to other users. This email can be completed 

with manual entered information. 

 

By clicking a view will open where you can access the content of the mailboxes 
previously assigned to the project under Project settings.  

 

By clicking the issue import view will open where you can import issues from a CSV-
File or a XML-File into the current project. 

 

By clicking the issue export view will open where you can export the complete issue 

list of the current project into a CSV-File or a XML-File  

 

By clicking the view with the statistical charts will open. 

2.3.1.2  Full text and ID search 

On the right side of the toolbox you will find a text box where you can enter free text or 
an issue ID. By clicking the button Full text search or by pressing the Return-Key a full 
text search will be initiated on all issues currently viewed what means that the entries 
have to be in the current filter result. By clicking on the button ID search the entry with 
the given ID gets selected if it could be found in the list. Instead if the button ID edit is 
used the entry will be directly opened in edit mode if the given id could be found. 

Searchphrases shorter than two chars will not be recognized. To add a stop word which 
has to be matched in any case, add a '+' before your searchphrase, e.g. '+searchphrase'. 
You can also add multiple stop words to minimize your search results. The keyword 
highlightning is limited up to 5 search phrases due to performance reasons. If you want to 
match a search phrase exactly use double quotes. 

2.3.1.3  Filter set 

Within this combo box you can select a  filter which has been previously created by you or 
the project administrator.  
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2.3.1.4  Sort by 

A click on a column header let you sort all issues according to the chosen column caption. 

Click on the column header again to determine if the order will be ascending or 
descending. 

2.3.1.5  Maximum 

Changes the count of the simultaneously visible issues in the list view. 

2.3.1.6  Result 

If there are more issues in the current  result set than in the currently set amount of 
simultaneously visible issues, use the navigation buttons or the combobox to navigate 
between the visible issue sets.   

 With the arrows you could navigate between the visible issue sets. 

 

2.3.2  Entry list 

The issue entry list shows all issues as rows. The amount of issues shown depends on the 
current filter and the maximum set. In every woodpecker issue tracker project the first 
three columns are fixed. All other columns can be defined individually and can hence vary  
between  different projects.   

2.3.2.1  Button and symbol column  

The first column of the list contains different buttons and symbols which always relate to 
to issue in the row: 

Button, 
Symbol 

Function 

 
By clicking the edit view will open where you can modify the content of the entry (refer to 
New issue). 

 
To open an issue in extended edit mode (with record-picker) click this icon. This function 
can be disabled in the User profile. 

 By clicking the entry will be completely shown in a separate browser window.  

 
By clicking a new child entry for this row will be created and the current view switches to 

the edit view (refer to New issue).  

 

Create new issue based on current. 

You can create an issue which default state fields are initial copied from the current edited 
issue. Attachments and autofilled fields will not be copied. 

 
This symbol indicates that the entry has been set  invisible which means it can only be 
read by users having the right to read invisible entries. 

 
By clicking a chat window will open which allows you to chat about the entry with other 
users.  

 
Has the same function as the symbol above and shows that a chat for the entry has 
already been started. 

 
This symbol indicates that the shown issue is not part of the current filter result and that 
it is only shown because it has child entries which are part of the filter result. 

 
By clicking this symbol it´s possible to print the entry as a PDF file 
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2.3.2.2  ID – Column 

The ID – column shows the id of a issue. 

Is the issue a child of another issue then this button is shown. By clicking the button 
the parent entry is shown in a separate browser window. 

2.3.2.3  Status – Column 

The Status – Column shows the current status of a issue.  

By clicking on this symbol the status history of the column is shown. This symbol is 
visible for all columns previously configured for saving a status history.  

2.3.2.4  Free defined columns 

All other columns are not predefined by the system and can be defined by the users.  

 

Now please click on New issue in the main menu.   
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2.4  New issue 

2.4.1  Common information  

Except the Issue list all other views of woodpecker issue tracker are built according to 
following schema:  

 

2.4.1.1  Navigation bar 

The navigation bar contains the title of the current view and eventually a menu (see 
Project settings). 

2.4.1.2  Base selection 

The base selection defines which project and which object is the base for your current  
modifications. 
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2.4.1.3  View selection 

In the view selection the current object can be selected. E.g. in the edit view the issue for 
editing can be chosen or in the project view the project which should be modified is 
selectable. 

2.4.1.4  Tab-Section 

The tab section is the real working area where the data is entered and displayed. 
Depending on the current view different tab sheets will be displayed in this area.  

2.4.1.5  Action-Area 

In the action area you will find different buttons e.g. for saving, status change, delete 
action and so on.  

2.4.2  Locked issues 

To prevent issues from being changed from different users, which 
will lead to information loss, every entry gets locked when a user 
opens it in the edit view. 
Locked entries can not be edited, deleted or moved in the Issue 
list.  
 
Other users get informed about an existing lock in the edit view by a padlock symbol in 
the right upper corner of the view.  
If you click on this symbol you can find out who locked the entry. 
When the user who caused the lock closes the entry the lock is removed and all users 
waiting for the entry will get a message that they should reload the entry. 

2.4.3  New issue 

 After you have clicked on “New issue” in the main menu please fill in information into the 
writeable fields in the tab section in order to create the new entry. After that please finish 
the action by saving the entry or initiating a status change, through  the buttons in the 
action area. 

2.4.3.1  Field definition 

All fields in woodpecker issue tracker can be freely defined. The colour of the field 
represents  the   state it belongs to and is only a visual help to orientate. The different 
fields, their position, type and default value can be defined in the Table structure.  
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2.4.3.1.1  Defined fields of the test project  

In the test project the following fields are defined: 
 

State Field name Data type Default value Mandatory History 

entered category Selection list     X 

entered priority Selection list     X 

entered creator Project member User writeable X X 

entered company Text 
Company 
writeable 

  X 

entered date Date Date read only X X 

entered description Text   X X 

assigned Assigned to 
Project member with 
automatic mail 

 X X 

assigned Notice assigned Text   X 

assigned Due till Date   X 

In progress 
 

Developer 
 

Project member with 
automail 

User writeable 
 

X 
 

X 
 

In Progress In progress since Date Date read only X X 

In Progress Notice in progress Text   X 

finished Date finished Date Date read only X X 

testing Tester 
Project member with 

automatic mail 
User writeable X X 

testing Test result Selection list   X X 

testing Notice test Text     X 

fixed Date fixed Date Date read only X X 

fixed Error reason  Text     X 

Not assigned Attachment Attachment    

Not assigned Related IDs Link list    

 

2.4.3.1.2  Field types 

Every field has a defined type. Under Explanation of the field data types you can find the 
meaning of the different field types. 

2.4.3.1.3  History 

It is possible to define for every field to keep the history of the field values (refer to  Table 
structure). 

 This symbol indicates a field with history function, but without a history entry till 
now. 

 This symbol indicates a field with history function and current history entries. Just 
click on the symbol in order to open the field history in a separate browser 
window.  

2.4.3.1.4  Mandatory fields 

Every field can be set to mandatory in the field definition. This symbol indicates that 
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the field is defined as mandatory. Additional to the base field property “required” it is 
possible to define that the field is only mandatory when a special status change is done 
(see Status change details).  

Under Required fields and automatic emails in the test project you will find a list of  fields 
and the status changes where they are mandatory . 

2.4.3.2  Visible/Invisible 

Entries in woodpecker issue tracker can be set to visible or invisible if a user owns the 
project right Set visibility. Invisible entries are only visible for users owning the right Set 
visibility or  Read visibility. 

The project rights can be set in the view Project permissions. 

2.4.3.3  Start a new Chat 

By clicking the chat button the chat window opens up and you can chat with other users 
about the current issue.  

2.4.3.4  Mail box 

By clicking on the mail box symbol a new browser window opens up and you can access 
the emails sent to all mailboxes which have been assigned to the project. 

2.4.3.5  Save 

By clicking on this button all changes will be saved. 

2.4.3.6  Delete 

By clicking this button the current issue is deleted from the system. Deleted entries can 
not be recovered. 

2.4.3.7  Hierarchy  

In woodpecker issue tracker it is possible to group entries in a hierarchical form. This 
is useful for modelling relations between entries.  
By selecting an entry from the combo box higher ranked issue in the action area an 
entry is subordinated to another entry.  
 
Sample from the test project: 
Lets assume that a customer creates an entry and describes the error he has found. The 
developer who fixes this error recognizes that this error originates from multiple causes. 
For every  cause he now creates a new entry and subordinates it to the original entry 
created by the customer.  
 
Remark: 
After selecting a parent entry the current entry will be automatically saved. 

2.4.3.8  Status change 

Like the project fields the workflow is freely configurable. A workflow is always bound to a 
project and defines in which order the information can or must be entered into the issue. 
In the Workflow - settings   you can define the states and state changes . In the Workflow 
permissions - settings you can define which user is allowed to initiate which state change. 
Depending on the current state and the current user the possible target states  are listed 
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in the combo box Status change in the action area of the view “new/edit Issue”. After 
changing the state the issue will be immediately saved.  

Remark: The combo box for state changes is not shown if it is a complete new entry. You 
have to save the entry before a status change is possible. 

Under Workflow of the test project you can find the workflow defined for the test project. 

2.4.3.9  Save entry 

After you have entered the information into all edit fields please finish editing by saving 
the entry.  Afterwards a message will appear stating that the other user(s) have been 
notified (by email) about the status change. 

In woodpecker issue tracker it is possible to define automatic email notifications. This 
notifications can be bound to a state change or changes of a field value. For the 
notifications defined in  the test project see Required fields and automatic emails in the 
test project.  
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3  Configuration of woodpecker it 

3.1  Base introduction of the workflow, table structure and user rights 

Every project in woodpecker issue tracker  is defined by a Workflow, a Table 
structure and User rights.  

The Workflow defines the working steps an entry must run through. 

The Table structure defines the information an issue entry consists of.  

The User rights limit the functions and information a user can access and see. 

We recommend that you first create the workflow and the table structure before defining 
the user rights because the rights depend on the workflow and the table definition. 

3.2  Project settings 

In order to modify the project settings you have to select Settings  from the main menu 
and after that Edit project in the appearing sub menu. If you only have the permissions 

of a project administrator and not of a manager (see 
Basics to user types) the sub menu is deactivated until 
you select a project where you have project 
administrator rights. 

In all settings views a navigation tree with additional 
menu entries is shown in the left upper corner of the 
navigation bar. 

3.2.1  Edit existing project 

 In the view selection please choose the project you would like to edit. 

After that you can modify the Project name and the Description in the tab sheet  
General.  

 

Under Email account all mailboxes assigned to the 
project are listed. You can modify this list by clicking on 
“edit list”. In the view which then appears you can 
create new mailboxes, assign them to the project and 
much more. Please look in the online help before doing 
any changes here.  

 

The tab sheet Project members is only visible for manager users. In this tab sheet a 
manager can assign and remove users to and from the project.   
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3.2.2  Create new project 

This function is only visible for manager users! The following picture shows the project 
settings in case of a manager user logged on. 

 

In order to create a new project just click on the button create new Project. 

In order to create a new project based on a existing one please select the source project  
from the combo box above the new-button before clicking the button to create a new 
project. In this case the new project inherits the structure of the source project (Workflow, 
Table structure). If you additionally choose the check box Inherit project members 
before pressing the button create new Project, all users assigned to the source project 
get assigned to the new project and their user rights will be copied too. 

After the new project has been created it is possible to modify it according to Edit existing 
project.  
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3.2.3  Workflow  

You can modify the workflow settings by selecting 
workflow in the navigation bar (refer to Project settings). 

On the left side (view selection) you will then see a list of 
already defined states.  

Under Workflow of the test project you can see how the 
workflow of the test project is defined. 

3.2.3.1  Editing a existing state 

In order to edit a state please select it on the right side in the view selection.  

Within the first tab General you are able to change the Name and Colour of the state.  

The tab state Status change shows the current state selected for modifications in the 
middle column. In the left column the possible previous states of the current state are 
shown. In the right column you can define the states which follow  the current state. Here 
you only define which state changes are generally possible within the workflow. Which 
user is allowed to really do this state changes is defined under Workflow permission. If all 
users of the project should get the right by default to make the defined state changes you 
have to select the radio button„allow all project members to execute new status 
change“ otherwise nobody will get the right to execute the new state changes by default. 

In the tab sheet Threshold status you can define workflow settings for  hierarchical 
issues. The threshold state is the state a child issue must reach before you are allowed to 
change the state of the parent issue to the currently selected state. 

 

In the test project the following workflow settings are defined : 

Parent status Threshold 

status 

Explanation 

testing Testing, fixed A parent issue entry can only reach the state testing if all child 

entries already have reached the state testing or fixed 

fixed fixed A parent issue entry can only reach the state fixed if all child 

entries already have reached the state fixed 
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3.2.3.2  The initial default state 

If a new entry is created it will always get a default initial state. 
This base state for new entries can be set by selecting the 
initial state from the combo box in the lower left area of the 
view selection. For the test project the initial state is set to 
created. 

 

 

 

3.2.3.3  Create a new status 

In order to create a new status please click on the button “add new status”. After that 
please enter a name for the new status. The next step is to integrate the new status into 
the workflow. Therefore you have to configure which status can follow upon the new state 
and from which parent states the new status can be reached. The possible status changes 
from the new state to a following state can be defined within the tab sheet “Status 
change”. The changes towards the new state can be defined by selecting the intended 
parent state and allow a state change from this state towards the newly created state.  

3.2.3.4  Workflow visualisation 

By clicking on the button “workflow visualisation” a new browser window will open that 
shows the currently defined workflow and its state changes. 

The symbols in this view have the following meaning: 

Symbol Meaning 

 

Indicates that the state is the initial default state of the workflow. 

 
Indicates a state change from one state to another 

 
Indicates that the state flow for this state is continued in an other part of the picture 

 Indicates that this state has   no follower and therefore is  a final state 

In the workflow visualisation isolated states without a parent and child state are shown 
under “isolated workflow states”.   
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3.2.3.5  Status change details 

In the navigation bar you can change from the 
workflow view towards the Status change details view 
by clicking on the link “Status change details”.  

Within the status change details it is possible to define 
which fields are mandatory for this state and who will  
be informed (via  email) if this state change is 
executed.   

Please select the state you like to edit by clicking on it 
in the view selection. 

3.2.3.5.1  Required fields 

The view required fields allows you to define which information has to be entered before a 
state change can be done. In order to define a field as mandatory for the currently 
selected state please click on the check box near the field name. The view shows  the 
fields which have been previously defined as required in the view Table structure. Remark: 
Therefore you have to define  mandatory fields in the Table structure first.   

3.2.3.5.2  Auto Mail 

This tab sheet allows you to define the automatically generated Emails in case of state 
changes. The email can be sent to named users which you can select from a list or to the 
users selected in fields of the type “project member”. Within the table Required fields and 
automatic emails in the test project you will see that both possibilities are used in the test 
project.   

Beside this status based emailing there is another form of automatic mail generation 
based on the field type Project member with automatic mail that can be defined in 
the view Table structure. 

This possibility is used by the test project too: The field assigned to has the field type  
Project member with automatic mail, which means that every time the value of this 
field is changed by selecting another user from the list the newly selected user will be 
informed by email about this change.  

In order to define automatic mailing for a status change first select the designated state 
change in the view selection on the left side. After that you can select the users for email 
notification in  the tab sheet “Auto mail”   

Notice: Only users with a valid email account defined under User settings are shown in the 
user list.  
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3.2.3.5.3  Required fields and automatic emails in the test project 

Status change Required Fields Automatic Email 

[during acquisition] → entered creator, date, description Project Administrator 

entered → assigned assigned to Selected user in the field 
assigned to 

assigned → in progress - - 

in progress → finished assigned to, developer, in progress 

since 

Selected user in the field 

assigned to 

finished → testing date finished - 

testing → fixed tester, test result Project Administrator 

Selected users in the fields 
creator and in the field 

developer 

testing → in progress  tester, test result Selected user in the field  

developer 

3.2.4  Table structure 

In the table structure the fields of a woodpecker issue 
tracker  project can be modified or created. You can 
reach the view table structure by clicking on “table 
structure” in the navigation bar.  

Under Defined fields of the test project you can see the 
fields already defined for the test project.  

3.2.4.1  Add new Column 

In order to create a new field please click on the Button “Add new column”. 

After that you can define the properties of the newly created field. Following properties 
can be set: 

Field Property Meaning 

Column caption Name of the field 

Position before column The position of the field in the Entry list  and while creating a New issue 

Data type  Data type of the field (see Explanation of the field data types). The 

selection list entries for fields of the type “selection list” can be defined 
under Selection lists 

Default value Default value for the field (see Explanation of the different default values). 
The default value is only set if the field is empty and the user has write 

permissions. 

Input required The field is marked as generally mandatory (detailed settings can be 

defined under Mandatory fields) 

Save history A change history for the field will be kept 

Internal length (# of chars)  This is the maximum length for the field  saved in the database. Here you 
should calculate generous.  

# chars to be displayed  The count of chars which will be displayed in the Entry list for the field 

Field with in pixel The with in pixel of the field in the Entry list 

Status relation  The status relation is only for visual reasons. The field is shown in the 
colour of the status. 
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Field Property Meaning 

Take-over in mail subject Here you can define if the field content will be part of the mail subject in 
case a a automatic email is generated.  

Email Import: Fill from Definition of an Email part the Column gets filled from when importing 
Emails automatically 

 

In the tab sheet “help” you can enter a help text to support the user when editing  this 
field. 

3.2.4.2  Selection lists 

In order to define the items displayed in fields of the 
data type “selection list” please click in the Navigation 
bar on “selection list”.  

First select  the selection lists you want to edit under 
base selection . After that you can select  the item  you 
want to modify or you can create new items by clicking 
“create new entry”. 

In the tab sheet General you might change the name 
of the selection entry and change its position within the list.  

In the tab sheet user access you can set the users who may select this entry .   
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3.2.4.2.1  Dependent selection lists 

In the tab sheet Dependencies you could define which selection possibilities have to be 
selected in other selection lists before the current edited selection entry is shown. 
Minimum two ore more dependencies to one other selection list act like a disjunction (any 
of the entries has to be selected). If there are dependencies to more than one selection 
list this dependencies act like an AND-Relation (one fitting entry of every related selection 
list has to be selected). 

The dependencies have the following relations: 

And  - Relation between different selection lists  

Or - Relation between the list items of one selection list  

In the example below the item "Subsystem 3" of the selection list "Subsystem" is only 
selectable if "Application 1" or "Application 4" of the selection list "Applications" and if 
"Bug" of the selection list "Category" are chosen. 

Selected items can also be reset if the dependencies are no longer valid.  

 

Examle: A User has selected the following items: 

If the item „Bug“ of the selection list „Category“ will be changed to “CR”, the selection list 
“Subsystem” will be reset to “no selection” as soon as the selection list “Subsystem” is 
editable.  

3.2.5  Project permissions 

After the workflow and the table structure is defined the definition of project permissions 
has to be done. Precondition for this step is that a manager user has already assigned the 
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project members (see Create new users / Edit existing users). 

Because many permission details can be set, it is useful to identify the different roles in 
advance. For every  role a template user should be created (see Template-User). The  
project permissions are then set for the template user. After that the permission-set of the 

template can be assigned  to the real users (see Assign 
Templates).  

In order to modify the project permissions of a user 
please select “project permissions” in the navigation bar.  
After that you can select the user to edit the view 
selection. 

 

 

In the test project following users are already defined: 

User name User role 

(Admin) Template user for the project administrator role 

(Tester) Template user for the tester role 

(Developer) Template user for the developer role 

(Customer) Template user for the customer role 

Shortcut + name Project administrator: able to use all functions and allowed to change 

the configuration of the test project. 

Shortcut + _Tester Tester: able to create new entries and responsible for testing. He 

marks the entries as fixed after successful test. 

Shortcut + _Developer1 Developer1: able to edit entries and change the state to testing. 

Shortcut + _Developer2 Developer2: able to edit entries and change the state to testing. 

Shortcut + _Customer Customer: able to create new entries and to watch the current state of 

his entries with limited field access. 

Remark: The short-cut consists normally of the first two characters of the company name. 

3.2.5.1  General 

In the tab sheet general you can initially define if the selected user is allowed to change 
the project settings -  he becomes project administrator - or  only a default user. Please 
also look at Basics to user types too. 

In the test project only the administrator user and the administrator template are project 
administrators. 

3.2.5.2  Project functions 

The tab sheet project functions shows the functional permissions of the selected user. A 
detailed description of the project functions can be found under Explanation of the project 
functions. 

3.2.5.3  Project functions within the test project 

In the test project the different users have permissions for following functions: 

Project function 
admin 

(Admin) 

Developer1 

Developer2 

Tester 

(Tester) 

Customer 

(Customer) 
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(Developer) 

Create issue X X X X 

Merge issue X X X  

delete X    

Copy & move X    

Data import X    

Date export X    

email X X X X 

Charts X    

Set hierarchy X X   

Chat access X X X X 

Show user name in 

history 
X X X X 

Use issue as template for 

a new one 
X X X  

No visibility access    X 

Read invisible  X   

Set visibility X  X  

3.2.5.4  User groups 

In the register card user groups you can define from which other users the user is 
allowed to see the issue entries. 

In the test project all users can see all entries except the customer user who is only 
allowed to see his own entries.  
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3.2.5.5  Mail boxes 

Within the tab sheet mail boxes you will be able to configure which mail boxes previously 
defined for the project (see Mail boxes) a user can access. 

If no mail boxes have been assigned to the project this tab sheet will not be shown. 

3.2.5.6  Mailbox permissions of the users within the test project 

Mail box Admin 

(Admin) 

Developer1 

Developer2 
(Developer) 

Tester 

(Tester) 

Customer 

(Customer) 

demo@woodpecker-
it.com 

X X X  

 

3.2.5.7  History 

The tab sheet History shows the history of template assignments for the selected user. 

Within the test project following template assignments have been done: 

Template-User User 

(Admin) Admin 

(Tester) Tester 

(Developer) Developer1,Developer2 

(Customer) Customer 

 

3.2.5.8  workflow permissions 

After the common project permissions are defined its 
now time to set up the workflow permissions. This 
means permissions dependent on the current user and 
the current status.  

In order to change into the view workflow permissions 
please select the appropriate menu entry form the 
navigation bar. 

After that select the affected user from the base 
selection and the state for which you like to change the 
users permissions from the view selection.  

mailto:demo@woodpecker-it.com
mailto:demo@woodpecker-it.com
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3.2.5.8.1  Access 

The tab sheet access allows you to completely restrict the access for the user if the entry 
reaches the selected state. If the access is restricted the tab sheets “status change 
permissions” and “field access” are not visible. 

In the following table you see the status access permissions of the test project 

Status access Admin 
(Admin) 

Developer1 
Developer2 

(Developer) 

Tester 
(Tester) 

Customer 
(Customer) 

created X X X X 

assigned X X X X 

In progress X X X X 

finished X X X X 

testing X X X X 

fixed X X X X 

 

3.2.5.8.2  Status change permission 

In the tab sheet status change permissions the ability of a user to change to a status 
according the defined Workflow can be allowed or restricted. 

Status change permissions in the test project 

Status change Admin 

(Admin) 

Developer1 

Developer2 
(Developer) 

Tester 

(Tester) 

Customer 

(Customer) 

created → assigned X    

assigned → in progress X X   

in progress → finished X X   

finished → testing X  X  

testing → fixed X  X  

testing → in progress X  X  

3.2.5.8.3  Field access 

The tab sheet “field access” allows you to define which fields will be visible and writeable 
for the selected user when an entry reaches the selected status. There are three different 
levels of visibility: none, read only and full which means read and write access. 

Under Field access of the different users in the test project you can take a look at the field 
permissions defined for the test project.  
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3.2.5.9  Access filter 

Within the view “Access filter” it is possible to define a 
filter for each user which initially limits the amount of 
entries shown to a user. This is the most complex way 
to restrict the issue entry access for a user.  

If you have problems defining the access filter please 
refer to the online help. 

In the test project no access filters are defined. 

 

3.3  User settings 

In the view user settings new users can be added or 
existing users can be modified and one can assign 
users to projects  

Note: You need Manager-rights to add or assign user. 
Project administrators are only allowed to see the user 
data of users assigned to their projects and can only 
modify some basic information but are not allowed to 

change the project assignment. 

3.3.1  Basics to user types 

In woodpecker issue tracker  there are three different user types: Manager, Default-
User and Template-User. Apart from these these three types a Default-User can be 
declared as project administrator for one or more projects.  

3.3.1.1  Manager 

The Manager is allowed to create new users and projects and assign users to projects. 
Furthermore he can edit all projects and their configuration.  

3.3.1.2  Default-User 

A default user can select the projects assigned to him and is allowed to edit issue entries 
within this projects according to his project functions and workflow permissions.  

3.3.1.3  Template-User 

Template users are a special form of users. They act like a blue print which can be copied 
onto a real user. Template users can not log on to the system but they can be assigned to 
projects and get permissions for assigned projects. These permissions will then be copied 
onto the real users. Template users do not count as licensed users therefore their amount 
is not limited.   
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3.3.1.4  Project administrator 

Project administrators are users which have been given the permission “project 
administrator” for specific projects. They are allowed to change the project configuration 
of their projects. 

3.3.2  Create new users / Edit existing users 

 

In the screen-shot above the user settings for a manager user are shown:  

In addition  to a project administrator a manager has the following rights: 

⚫ All fields can be edited 

⚫ The free and used user licenses are shown. 

⚫ The buttons create a new user and delete are 
additional visible 

⚫ On the tab sheet project access all projects are listed 
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and the user assignment for this projects can be set 

In order to create a new user you have to click on the corresponding button. After that 
you can edit the data on the tab sheet “general” and define the project assignments for 
the user on the tab sheet “project access”. Finally “Assign templates” allows you to copy 
the project permissions from a template onto the newly created user. 

 

3.3.3  Assign Templates 

In order to copy the permissions from a template to one 
or more real users please select the menu entry “assign 
templates” in the navigation bar.  After that please select 
the project in the base selection of the appearing view 
for which you like to copy the permissions. Finally 
choose the template form which you want to copy the 
permissions.  

In the tab sheet “Assign to” you will be able to select the users who should receive the 
permissions of the template previously selected. On the tab sheet “Assignment details” 
you can define which parts of the template - permissions should be copied.  

By clicking on the button “assign template” the selected permissions are copied onto the 
selected users. 

Remark: 

 By clicking on the history symbol you can get a overview of which permissions 
have been previously copied onto the different users.  

 If there is no clock shown on the icon no template permissions have previously 
been copied. 

 

Furthermore, you can also reference Templates. Just select Referenced as Assignment 
type. Referenced means that the user always has the permissions that are currently 
assigned to the Template and no permission settings are possible for the user himself.  
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4  Further Functions 

4.1  Time functions in the filter 

You can now use in the selection filter and the pre filter so called time functions, to 
calculate flexible date values. The time functions are currently only in the advanced filter 
selectable. 

After you have selected a date column in the advanced filter, appears a selection list to the 
right (see picture) in which you can select a time function. 

 
These functions are currently available: 
 

⚫ TODAY   returns the today's date 

⚫ LASTLOGIN   returns the date of the last login 

⚫ LASTSUNDAY  returns the date of the last Sunday 

You can also enhance the returned date value with an calculation. In the selection list 
examples are shown, but you can change the calculation directly in the input field. 
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The following unities are available for the calculation: 

⚫ d   day  

⚫ wd   working day 

⚫ w   week 

⚫ y   year 

 

Example: 

In your project a column date exists in that the creation date is held on. Now you would 
like to filter all entries which are not older than one week and are in the status entered. 
You reach this with the following filter: 

 [date] >= {TODAY-1w} AND [Status] LIKE 'entered' 

4.2  Alerting-Filter and notifications 

Alerting filters will be defined in the same mask like selection filter. Please click in the list 
view the filter button and afterwards in the mask user-defined filters in the main selection 
on alerting filters. 

 

Afterwards you create as before a filter and define it in the tabs simple filter and 
advanced filters. 

In the tab user notification you can define the following settings: 

Maximum number of notifications to send  

 Means, how often you want to be informed about one issue by this filter.  

 Tip:  

 if the status of the issue is changed, the number of sent emails is put back to 0. 

Notification will be repeated after [days]  

 Means, how often the filters is checked: every day, every second day...  

Notification commissioning date  

 Defines the day, when the filters will be checked the first time. 

Administrators can declare the filter global or private. Users can only create private 
filters. 
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Private filter 

 A private filter will always inform the creator of the filter. 

Global filter 

 By a global filter the administrator can determine whether a certain user is 
 informed, or whether a user selected in a column of the issue is informed.  

 (e.g., the creator or developer of the issue) 

4.3  Restriction of the exported issues 

You can export the issues, which are selected in the list view. In addition you mark the 
issues in the list which should be exported and afterwards click on the export button. 
Finally, in the export view you can mark Export only selected issues  and only these 
issue will be exported.  

4.4  XML-Import and Export 

Export 
 The export runs by analogy with the present CSV export, with the difference that 
 more information is exported. You can take the definition from the following xsd file 
 under  https://www.woodpecker-it.com/avs/wpit-export-8.0.xsd  .  
 To execute the XML export, you must click the Data export button in the list view
 and start the export afterwards in the export mask by clicking on export.xml. 
 
Import 
 Like the export the import also runs by analogy with the present CSV import. First 
 you have to click the data import button in the list view, afterwards select the file to 
 be imported and click analyse file. Thereafter you can associate the columns and 
 import the data.   

https://www.woodpecker-it.com/avs/wpit-export-8.0.xsd
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4.5  email2wpit 

It is possible to let fetch Woodpecker Issue Tracker emails from defined mailboxes and to 
work on this emails then in Woodpecker Issue Tracker. Issues also can be generated from 
these emails automatically. E.g. if a problem in one of your software products occurs, you 
can use this feature to send an email with information about version, product, platform 
which generates then an issue in Woodpecker Issue Tracker. 
 
Mailbox: 
First a mailbox must be defined in Woodpecker Issue Tracker and be assigned to the 
project (please compare in the online help to view edit mailbox). 
 
Dependent on licence:  
This feature is offered not free of charge, but requires a proportional surcharge depending 
on the present licence costs. To activate the automatic import the licence file and the 
database settings need to be modified. 
 
Configuration:  
In the table structure settings you can define which contents of the emails should be 
assigned to a field content. You can assign the following contents: 

⚫ Sender 
⚫ Subject 
⚫ Text 
⚫ CC 
⚫ Date 
⚫ To (receiver) 
⚫ Attachments 

  
Afterwards emails are fetched from the mailbox, for every email an issue is generated and 
the fields are assigned.  
 
Emails with attached XML files:  
You can attach files in XML format to the emails and assign thereby the information 
exactly to fields in Woodpecker Issue Tracker. You can take the format for the XML files 
from the following XSD file: 
https://www.woodpecker-it.com/avs/wpit-mail-import-5.4.xsd 

4.6  Issue-Link with Bug-ID and Project-ID 

There is a link symbol in the issue edit screen. By clicking on this symbol, the formerly 
encoded issue link is shown. You can copy this link into the clipboard and use it in other 
documents. Using the new setting  ALLOWCLEARTEXTLINK in the db_settings.php it 
can be defined, that a second not encoded link containing bug id and project id is shown 
and may be used. This link is made for the use in other programs like for example 
subversion, where you need a link containing a bug id and a project id. 

https://www.woodpecker-it.com/avs/wpit-mail-import-5.4.xsd
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Note: The ID information of every issue in this document is deposited by a clear link.  

4.7  URL-Login 

woodpecker-it could be started with variables in the URL. The following variables are 
allowed: 
u for user name 
p for password 
l for language: de or en 
 
Example: The user Testuser with the password Testpassword can start woodpecker it 
directly without login form in German by the following link (e.g. browser bookmarks):  
https://www.woodpecker-it.com/avs/start.php?u=Testuser&p=Testpassword&l=de 
 
Because of this is a security critical setting, it can be defined whether the auto login 
should be possible or not by the setting ALLOWAUTOLOGIN in db_settings.php. The 
standard setting is not allowed.   
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5  Appendix 

5.1  Explanation of the project functions 

Project function Users with this permission are allowed to ... 

Create issue Create new issue entries 

Merge issue Combine two or more entries to a new entry 

delete Delete entries 

Copy & move Copy or move entries to a other project 

Data import Import entries from a CSV/XML-file 

Date export Export entries to a CSV/XML-file 

email Send entries by  email 

Charts Use the charting functionality of woodpecker issue tracker 

Set hierarchy Hierarchically order entries 

Chat access Use the chat functionality 

Use issue as template for a 

new one 

Create new issue based on current. 

You can create an issue which default state fields are initial copied from the 
current edited issue. Attachments and autofilled fields will not be copied. 

No visibility access See only entries marked as visible? 

Read invisible See entries marked as visible 

Set visibility Set the visibility of a entry 

 

5.2  Explanation of the field data types 

Data type Description 

Text Fields of this type can contain free text 

Text Selection 
Fields of this type can contain free text. Previously entered text is displayed in form 
of a selection list. 

Integer Fields of this type can containan integer value 

Integer Selection 
Fields of this type can contain an integer value. Previously entered values are 
displayed in form of a selection list. 

Float Fields of this type can contain a float value 

Float Selection 
Fields of this type can contain a float value. Previously entered values are displayed 

in form of a selection list. 

Date Fields of this type can contain a date value 
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Data type Description 

Attachment This field type allows to upload one or more files. 

Selection list 
Fields of this type allow to pick one entry from a selection list. The elements of the 

selection list need to be defined  by you. 

Multiple selection list Multiple selection lists are also available. 

Project member 
Fields of this type allow to pick one entry from a selection list. The selection list is 

automatically filled with all project members. 

 

5.3  Explanation of the different default values 

Default value Description 

Date read only The current date read only 

Date writeable The current date writeable 

User read only The logged on user read only 

User writeable The logged on user writeable 

Company read only The read only company from the user date of the logged on user  

Company writeable The writeable company from the user date of the logged on user  

Value A default value 
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5.4  Field access of the different users in the test project 

5.4.1  Field access of the project administrator 

Status created assigned in progress finished testing fixed 

Field name N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F 

category   X  X   X   X   X   X  

priority   X  X   X   X   X   X  

creator   X  X   X   X   X   X  

company   X  X   X   X   X   X  

date   X  X   X   X   X   X  

description   X  X   X   X   X   X  

Assigned to   X   X   X  X   X   X  

Notice assigned   X   X  X   X   X   X  

Due till   X   X  X   X   X   X  

Developer 
 

 X   X    X  X   X   X  

In progress since  X   X    X  X   X   X  

Notice in progress  X   X    X  X   X   X  

Date finished  X   X   X    X  X   X  

Tester  X   X   X   X    X  X  

Test result  X   X   X   X    X  X  

Notice test  X   X   X   X    X  X  

Date fixed  X   X   X   X   X    X 

Error reason   X   X   X   X   X    X 

Attachment   X   X   X   X   X   X 

Related IDs   X   X   X   X   X   X 
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5.4.2  Field access of the developers 

Status created assigned in progress finished testing fixed 

Field name N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F 

category   X  X   X   X   X   X  

priority   X  X   X   X   X   X  

creator   X  X   X   X   X   X  

company   X  X   X   X   X   X  

date   X  X   X   X   X   X  

description   X  X   X   X   X   X  

Assigned to  X   X    X  X   X   X  

Notice assigned  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Due till  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Developer 
 

 X   X    X  X   X   X  

In progress since  X   X    X  X   X   X  

Notice in progress  X   X    X  X   X   X  

Date finished  X   X   X    X  X   X  

Tester  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Test result  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Notice test  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Date fixed  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Error reason   X   X   X   X   X   X  

Attachment   X  X    X   X  X   X  

Related IDs   X  X    X   X  X   X  
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5.4.3  Field access of the tester 

Status created assigned in progress finished testing fixed 

Field name N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F 

category   X  X   X   X   X   X  

priority   X  X   X   X   X   X  

creator   X  X   X   X   X   X  

company   X  X   X   X   X   X  

date   X  X   X   X   X   X  

description   X  X   X   X   X   X  

Assigned to  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Notice assigned  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Due till  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Developer 
 

 X   X   X   X   X   X  

In progress since  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Notice in progress  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Date finished  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Tester  X   X   X   X    X  X  

Test result  X   X   X   X    X  X  

Notice test  X   X   X   X    X  X  

Date fixed  X   X   X   X   X    X 

Error reason   X   X   X   X   X    X 

Attachment   X  X   X   X    X   X 

Related IDs   X  X   X   X    X   X 
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5.4.4  Field access of the customer 

Status created assigned in progress finished testing fixed 

Field name N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F N R F 

category   X  X   X   X   X   X  

priority   X  X   X   X   X   X  

creator   X  X   X   X   X   X  

company   X  X   X   X   X   X  

date   X  X   X   X   X   X  

description   X  X   X   X   X   X  

Assigned to X   X   X   X   X   X   

Notice assigned X   X   X   X   X   X   

Due till X   X   X   X   X   X   

Developer 
 

X   X   X   X   X   X   

In progress since X   X   X   X   X   X   

Notice in progress X   X   X   X   X   X   

Date finished X   X   X   X   X   X   

Tester X   X   X   X   X   X   

Test result X   X   X   X   X   X   

Notice test X   X   X   X   X   X   

Date fixed  X   X   X   X   X   X  

Error reason   X   X   X   X   X   X  

Attachment   X  X   X   X   X   X  

Related IDs   X  X   X   X   X   X  

 
 
 

 


